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CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION
The basic premise of this paper is to relate a
brief history of a high school Science Fiction program
from its inception to the present, and to present materials
which will, hopefully, provide the reader with a more pro-
found outlook and understanding of the content of a pro-
gressive Science Fiction program in high school. It is
hoped that the paper will also provide input for the
beginning teacher of a high school class in a world that
is constantly in a state of flux--the world of Science Fiction.
Assumptions are easily drawn within that fragile
substance that composes the seat of thought for man's
imaginings, ideas, and referents that enable him to call
himself an intellectual being. Two faulty assumptions.
by two separate and distinct individuals were made at
precisely the same time in August of 1971. One of these
-individuals was the principal of North High School in
Sheboygan, Wisconsin, when he announced to the other individ-.
ual, the author .of this paper, that he would be teaching a
course in Science Fiction. This would be the first time
1
2that the course would be taught at the school, he announced,
"bl:1t it shoul4 be no problem, for an. experienced teacher".
Both individuals seemed to have made the same assumption,
but 'for different reasons. ·The author of this paper felt
that it.should present no very grea~ proble~ since he was
rather widely read and had been reading Bradbury and Hein-
lein, as well as many other Science Fiction writers, for a
number ~f years.
After the initial week of school orientation and
background worK for the course had been completed, it was
made known that books for ,new courses would not arrive for
the next four to six weeks due to a clerical errorI The
fallacious assumptions made earlier were doomed in one fell
swoop.
Just as the phoenix arose from the ashes that were
his funeral pyre, and as the crestfallen hero turned goat-.
must readjust his errant ways to achieve his goal~, so
also must the dejected one facing the dilemma of ninety
pupils to whom he owes a le~rning situation which will be
instructional, enjoyable, and ~orthwhile; even as it
challenges the imagination of the individual pupil.
The book problem lasted for a period of ten weeks.
During this ~ime, various approaches to defining the course,
along with a few copies of t~ts to be used (borrowed
from the school library) were the basis for the COurse in
its·initial.stages. Additional studies of'science fiction
authors and the methods they employ ~o re~ain successful
3in the field of writing, as well as the primary areas of
science fiction with which the aut~ors individually are
generally identified added some interest to the course.
Creative design (in the form of individual art
projects), science fiction ~iddles (solving and writing
originals), and the production of an original science fiction
story by each individual student enabled the class to be
varied, yet functional, in its. approach to the course.
Because of the popularity of the course and the
increasing numbers of students wishing to take part in
such a course as Science Fiction, it was the consensus of
the school board that an Introduction to Science Fiction
. course could be offered in 1972. The author of this paper
had proposed that just such a course be placed into the
curriculum earlier in the year. The Introduction to
Science Fiction course would also allow for students in
the Group 1 and Group 2 ability grouping areas, to become
involved in still another elective area of interest. Pre-
vious to this time, the Science Fiction course was closed
to Groups 3, 4 and 5.
Also beginning'in 1972. was a class addition to what
had been the curriculum. 'This addition was a unit entitled
Project 2001, wherein all class st~dents could project
ideas, for advances made by man in all areas of human
society up to, and including" the year 2001. These ideas
4will reach their ul~imate fruition and cdkminate in the
Sp~ing of 1975 when the walls of Room 222 (Science Fiction)
will be coyered with supergraphic paintings depicting stude~t
forecasts of the year 2001.
CHAPTER II
CURRENT RESEARCH IN SCIENCE FICTION
Although science fiction deals with some of man's
most innovative concepts, it is, paradoxically, because
of the rich variety of material available, one of -'the
easiest genres of literature to explore and enjoy.
Concepts to be found in science fiction include
such "dark areas" as witch~raft, sorcery, extrasensory
perception, psionics, time travel, mental telepathy, re-
incarnation, and other areas still germinating in the
minds of imaginative tyros. Even though man has made great
strides forward in many areas, he has'barely scratched
the surface of knowledge to be found within his own
potentialities, leaving such topic~' as telepathic communi-
cation and mental-image transmission'as fertile fields 'for
exploration by imaginative minds.
Fully understanding science fiction requires that
the reader be able to project himself into the story as a
"co-being" with the main character (or characters) and
experience 'the same situations and adventures. The ease
of this projection readily defines the success or failure
5
6of th~ author to present his characters within the frame-
work of the story. This ability of projection may be
termed "personality-transference".
Effects of Science Fiction Upon a Changing World
Science fiction is distinguished by its implicit
assumption that man can change himself and his environ-
ment. This alone sets it apart from all other literary
forms. This is the message that came' out of the
intellectual revolution of the seventeenth and eighteenth
centuries, and that has survived in no other kind of
fiction. l
Progress, whether it be in terms of industrial,
social, literary, or intellectual fo~ must come about as
a direot result of a chaos1nl atmosphere. Man'. SUCCO.8
in his ceaseless search for excellence and perfection
indicates that he is, and must be, willing to accept and
adapt to change.
Change is inevitable. We must change to keep
pace with the times, as difficult as the path may seem
at times. We are obligated, by our very calling, to
urge and abet change in our students. We are obligated
to help them, to the best of our ability, prepare for a
world which none of us can foresee with much accuracy.
One thing is certain, however. Our field of .
specialty--communication--will continue to be the most
important, and perhaps, the most complex aspect of
human development. 2
The communicative aspects of life· will 'certainly
be progressively changing with increased gains in the area
lDamon Knight~ A centur~ of Science Fiction (New York:
Simon and Schuster, 1962), p. 7. . . '. .
2H• 'Alan Robinson, "Reading in the Total School
Curriculum,. II !=nternation.al Reading Association Conference
Proceedings 1 (1969) ,p. 1. .
7of technological endeavors, a resultant factor of ever
expanding horizons of educational challenges and successes.
We have lived through many of these changes. Perhaps the
most graphic illustration of them might be the effect of the
space program and its additions to the te~inology and life-
style of the American populace. Shortly after the advent
of the Mercury, Gemini, and Apollo series of space flights
were' under ,way, Americans were bombarded with such terms
as 1t1ift-off", "yawn, tf apogee lt , '"blast-off", and a host of
others which served to set up an entire new language pattern
within our own prior everyday language usage.
The field of science fiction is in a state of
rapid change. Even science fiction writers, whose sub-
ject is change, find that they stammer and shuffle be-
fore pointing to the suddenly perceived change, happening
now, involving. them. One measure of the change is the
fact that many of the names are new. Many of the estab-
lished writers of the Golden Age of the 1940's either do
very little writing today or they have turned to other
means of expressing themselves in writing.
The size of the science fiction audience has grown
tremendously. With the new audience have come the
academics. Science fiction writers like Joanna Russ,
William Tenn, and Jack Williamson teach college courses
,in science fiction. College texts and. readers in
science fiction are being issued. The sense of an
imminent breakthrough in science fiction is so strong
that Joanna Russ has seriously compared science fiction
to the Elizabethan theater after Marlowe and before
Shakespea~e.l .
Perceiving the Future Through Science Fiction
Projections of whai;the"world of the future may bring,
have always interested man. Since 'past experience and the
lAlexei Panshin, "Books in the Field: Science Fiction,"
'l~ilson Librarl Bu.lletin 44 (February 1970) I p ••616.
j ,
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ability to 'increase his knowledge through experimentation
are prime motivators in his quest for the flultimatet1, man
is constantly involved in planning and creating the future.'
Science fiction authors do n~t write primarily to predict
the future, although many of them have done so with a sur-
prisingly high degree of accuracy. One of the men most
concerned about what the very'near future has in store for
man is Alvin'Toffler, author of Future Shock •.
The world of the, future will not be simply, an over-
sized, overblown extension of the present envisioned
by some futurists, but a world that will be dramatically
different. It will be a world characterized by im-
permanence rather than permanence; by rapid and acceler-
ating change not only in our own values, in our sexual
attitudes, in our relationships with family, friends, and
organizations, but in the way we structure government,
politics and business. l
The brief history' of'the first seventy-five years of
the twentieth century have proven that man has a tremen-
dously large capacity to recover from the shock of sudden
change. He has experienced two world wars, many minor
world-wide skirmishes and "peace actions", a space age,
an economic· depression and ~he Watergate scandals. He has
emerged a more rational being for the lessons learned from
those traumatic experiences.
lInterview with Alvin Toffler by James J. Morriseau,
Scholastic Teacher (New York: Scholastic Magazines, February,
1974), p. 14.
9Perhaps, since most science fiction writers are
observed by th~ general popu1ace as a faction of prophets
or' 1t foreseers", the view of another of these writers con-
cerning ~he future may also be considered.
'. Science fiction deals in futures and possible futures,
some 'remote but some so real and near they frighten me.
Extrapolation is a name for the kind of thinking involved.
H. G. \'lells described it. in a famous lecture, liThe Dis-
covery of the Future", in which he points out that we
can study the future in about the same way we study the
past, and with much the same success. .
To label the stages, we can say that first-order
extrapolation simply projects current trends into the
future. The second order projects their ~esultsJ the
third order investigates the results of these results,
and so on. '
The science fiction writer can relate progress in
communication to social organization. Primitive animal
cries can articu1ate simple family groups. Spoken
languages cement families into tribes. Written languages
bind tribes into nations. Now, as electronic communica-
,tion begins to emerge the whole planet into what Marshall
lwIcLuhan calls "the Global Village", science fict'ion is
busy tracing such relations into the future. Stories of
"psionics l1 , of instant and universal telepathic contact,
seem like wild fantasy in one sense, but in another they
may be thoughtful studies of the cu1tural consequences
of coming developments in communication technology.l .
Ideas Concerning Curriculum in Relationship to Science Fiction
The primary ~oundation for the study of communication
in relation to social organization is scientific in nature•.
'One of the criteria by which science fiction writing is· to
be judged 'is that it must be written with regard to kRown
scientific facts. An intriguing aspect involving·the .
lJack Williamson, "Science Fiction: Emerging From' --
Its Exile in Limbo," Publisher's Weekly' (Ju1y 5, 1971):17~
20.
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readers of the genre ~s that the,Y can extrapolate the con-
cepts suggested by the writer.
The application of science 'requires rational concepts,
and science fiction extrapolating from scientific con-
cepts is "idea" literature. No other field of the arts .
displays such experimentation l;y the conscious mind. Here
entire civilizations can' 'be subjectied to experimentation
and the results noted. Here the application of technique
is at its freest. It is "idea" literature in the highest
sense of that word, and its submersion of human emotion,
displayed by poorly drawn chc;1racterizatio~', is perhaps 1
the most complete literary expression of the human mind.
Basic fo~ations of curriculum guides for courses
in science fiction should1 whenever possible, include a11 or
most of the ideas fo~ulated within the preceding in-
formation. The potential for ~evelopment of a successful
science fiction course will depend a great deal upon the
ability of the teacher to function properly in a teenage
world that faces an uncertain future and needs assurance.
It is not science fiction that,needs the schools,
Dennis Livingston declares, but the schools that need
science fiction. For while this genre of literature
fought for a long time to establish its legitimacy, it
is now schooling itself th~t finds its legit~acy under
attack. The intelligent use of science fiction, he con-
tends, cannot only enhance the student's sense of the
future, but enliven the ~agination, and increase the
ability to cope with the change 'and surprise that are
likely to be features of the future. 2
lRobert J. Barthell, "Science Fiction: A Literature
of Ideas," Extrapolation, A ~ournalof Science Fiction and
Fantasy (''looster, Ohio: '" College of Wooster, March", 1974),
pp. 56-63.
. 2
Alvin Toffler, ~~arning for Tomorrow: The Role of
the Future in Education (New York: ," Random House, 1974) J
p. 234.
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Alvin Toffler analyzes science fiction as a litera-
ture that explores problems of forecasting, postulates
alternative societies, and .describes technology-related
'public policy issues, and thus may be used to enhance
both cognitive and affective modes of education. 1
One of the most rewarding aspects of teaching a
Science Fiction course in the high school is the fact that
it can play a very important part in the developmental
'reading success of students who· have had little previous
success in the area of reading. Science fiction provides
a wide range of reading levels for students. At North
High School in Sheboygan, Wisconsin, teachers have taken
advantage of this fact to incorporate an Introduction to
Science Fiction Course into the curriculum after having had.
only a Science Fiction Course for the first two years of
the program. The introductory course has been operating .
successfully for the past two years.
Future generations will be judging the generation
of today by what we can offer them and the amount of time,
study and human resources ·we can apply to the goal of
preparing the world to be :a better place in which to live.
Of the part that education will, have to play in achieving this
goal, Toffler says:
The schools have a responsibility to help students
cope with the future. ,While it is difficult, we can
IThomas Clareson, Science Fiction Criticism: An
.i\nnotated Checklist (Kent, Ohio: .Kent State University
Press, 1972), p. 173.
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anticipate some of the outlines of the new world, and
from our assumptions of the new world, can work back to
some sort of rational curriculum. l
Writers of all types of literature have a par~ic~ar
hook that is geared to attract readers to their particu-
lar fo~ of the art. Alvin Toffler, for insta~ce, sets
his bait lightly: a catchy title, Future Sho~k; then
applies the hook; his own concepts of what will be happening
in the not-too-distant future. It 'is hoped.that this same
method of baiting the line and then applying the hook will
greatly increase the .number of students presen~lY'engaged
in the study of science fiction.
Teaching science fiction as a semester elective at
the high school level, while drawing on materials commonly
used in college courses, demands methods better suited to
the varied ability and maturity levels of our students. 2
There is a distinct possibility that the methods
referred to in the preceding paragraph may well lie in a
basic drawing card for students 'in the area of science
fiction--the wide range of'reading levels offered. Science
fiction has levels which can be adapted to all students, from
the lowest reading levels to the highest range of reading
achievement. .For exampl~1 Scope and Voice mag~zine articles
deal with science fiction articles for the low ability readers;
lInterviewwith Alvin Toffler by James J. Morriseau,
Scholastic Teacher, p. 14.
2Martha Pine and Ginger. Petrafaso, "Science Fiction.
in Higll School, tr Extrapolation, A Journal of Science Fici;:Lon
.~:l,d fantasy; (Wooster, Ohio: College of Wooster, December,
.1973), p. 149.
. (
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Bradbury's and Poe's short stories and Azimovls Fantastic
Voyage (or lil<e works) 'are suitable 'for average read~rs; and
Herbert's~ or Heinlein's Stranger in a Strange Land can
be supplied for the most advanced readers. ,
The mere fact that a new genre of literature has
come to the fore does ~ mean that it must be assigned
exclusively to t.he English (or Language Art.s).department
of the school. There is every possibility that other de-
partments will also be interested in applying aspects of 'the
Science Fiction curriculum offerings into their programs.
The need to explore the future, using methods and
materials adapted to every student's abilities and
interests, is being recognized in our high school
by other departments--particularly Science and Social
Studies. Hence, we see our L~nguage Arts science fiction
elective eventually giving way to an interdisciplinary
course of broader scope, p~rhaps team-taught by staff
from the three departments. In any case, teaching
science fiction in the high school is rewarding to both
teacher and student. High school students like their
expanded sense of what science fiction really is, en-
joyging the provocative aspects of the genre, not just
its entertainment value. l
The .author of this work has. already sha~ed some of
his COtlrSe offerings with teachers of history, social studies,
psychology, and science. ,Because of scheduling conflicts,
(even compute~s are incapable of perfecting humans and
human behavior patterns), there 'has been some overlapping
in cases where all of these groups have used some identica'l
lIbid., p. 151 •
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materials. The matter of overlapping, however, should'
be of only secondary importance. The truly important thing
to be seen in the exchange of ideas shared is the fact that
an ever-increasing number of students were welcomed into
the world of Future Shock and science fiction at one time.
Conclusion
Innumerable graduation speakers have used, 'as
topics for speeches, the idea of youth as the leaders of
tomorrow in their challenge to continue in the a~ea of
educational excellence. They have urged students to perfo~
to the best of their abilities in whatever future endeavors
.they may undertake. As citizens of the future, they will
be faced with a great task--that of maintaining values and
using knowledge gained in order to prepare the world for
future generations. Certainly a basic understanding of
the genre of science fiction will enable them to better cope
with the omnipresent problems to be encountered in the
world of their te~ as adults. Much later, they may agree
in philosophy with one of our great poets.
Toward the end of his poenl "Birches", Robert Frost
wrote, "I'd like to get away from earth awhile/And then
come back to it and begin over."
This ability to escape being time-locked may be
encouraged by the achievement of time perspective,
getting "away from earth". Imagine yourself in the
future, looking back at the present. Large contemporary
problems seem insignificant; small problems develop into'
huge threats'. Unlike a fut.ure plotted out by a machine,
15
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the future plotted by man remains inexorably sUbject to
change and magic. The imagined society works on principles
not tied to the ·limited perspectives of the clock~obsessed.
It is uncreated • • • waiting. l
IDick Allen, Science Fiction: The Future (New York:
Harcourt-Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1971), pp. i.x-xi.
CHAPTER III
PROCEDURE
The basic aims of this Science Fiction curriculuml
are as follows:
A. To appreciate the significance of curiosity
and intelligence enlisted in the quest for'
truth.
B. To become aware of the social criticism that
often appears in'science fiction writing.
c. To understand certain mutually supporting
values of science and the humanities.
D. To discriminate between literature of dis-
tinction and writing of inferior merit.
Particular emphasis is given to'writing that.
is imaginative in its style and faithful to
scientific truth. To become familiar with some
influential authors of science fiction, both
past and present, and set up standards for
choosing reading in this category.
. lAlan L. Madsen, "That Starlit Corridor," Eriglish
Journal 53 (September 1964):405-412.
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The major concepts of this Science Fiction curric~~
lum1 are as follows:
A. Man is a searching creature, endowed with an
intellectual curiosity.
1. He wants to see and to understand the
universe surrounding him.
2. He does this both for the sake of control-
ling, in order to insure his survival, and
for the sake oJ: l<:nowing, in itself a desir-
able and sufficient aim.
B. If knowledge is ~o be a 'blessing and not a
curse, concern for mankind must dominate all
scientific advances.
c. ·Science deals with facts and their 1mplications,
and for that reason is 'of great importance.
Literature deals with human values, and for
that reason is also important to everyone.
D. Poor fiction depends heavily upon sto~k charac-
ters and situations, stale humor, prefabri-
cated phrases, and static characterization.
In fiction of merit, the writer is original
and precise. For instan~e, his 'characters grow
and change with ~he action of the story.
Science fiction, like all fiction may be judged
by standards such 'as these.
lSome excerpts and lifts ti.l.ken from: Alan L. Madsen"
"That Starlit Corridor, It English Journal' 53 (September'
1964):405-412.
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The criteria by'which science fiction writing may
be jUdged are:
A. Scientific Values
1. Accuracy
2. Clarity of presentation
3. Faithfulness to known facts
B. Literary Values
1. Logical relationship between character and
plot '
2. Imitativeness,
3. Stock characters and situations
4. Cliches and stale metaphor
5. C'haracters whose motivations are clear
and probable
6. Selectivity of' incidents that serve the
purpose of the story
7. A theme--something that is worth getting
that is beyond the surface events of the
story
Preview of Titles and Synoptic Overviews
Some of the basic themes and synoptic outloola;
into the textual material contained within the Science
Fiction curriculum should be mentioned in briefing anyone
"no~ intimately familiar with the field of science fiction.
The book used to open the course is Anthem, a novel
b~ Ayn ~and, who was born in Russia and lived there until
she was twenty-one years of age. She evolved the fo~ula
for, her theory of Objectivism, which is a modern day
philosophy of individualism. This is the basis for all
of her writings.
A work which might follow Anthem would be Brave New
World by Aldous Huxley. This book deals with a futuristic
society that is evolved from test-tube babies. Free love~
19
death conditioning and the old "Live for todayn philosophy
pr~vail.
Michael Crichton's Andromeda Strain is still a
marvelous book of man's attempt to deal with things un-
known to him in the environment. Man must be placed in a
time-element race with forces that may cause his own destruc-
tion. A solution to a problem arising from an outer 'space
organism and its ability to kill people must be found. The
many facets of a medical detective story account for the
suspenseful nature of the book.
The Martian Chronicles, written by Ray Bradbury,
deal mainly with the theme of the colonization of Mars
by earthlings. The stories are many and varied, with a
preponderance of new inventions, ESP, merital telepathy,
racial prejudice, image projection, and a host of 'other
phenomena to keep the reader involved.
H. G. We11s t T~e Machine projects todayts man into
the world of tomorrow, when the thinking man has de~erior­
ated to a childlike remnant of his fonmer self. He is
plagued by an animalistic underground human-like being, who
is cannibalistic. The theme is the ultimate deterioration
of the world as a result of man's meddling with the environ-.
mente
The Hobbit introduces the reader to the world of
fantasy science fiction, and the ~..a~stle of Otranto, by Sir'
Horace vlalpole serves as an intro(luct;.ion to the gothic
horror story, which is also a fonll of science fiction.
20
The \var of the Worlds by H. G. ~vells, (accompanied
by,the recording of ,the Orson Welles broadcast of 1939 which
created a panic on the east coast of the United States for
a time) provides much to think about. The story line deals
with mants attempt to cope with Martian invaders.
Poels Tales of Horror provides the reader with an
insight to many of the horrific happenings which made the
author famous. A recording of many of the stories con-
tained within this book is also implemented. It accompanies
~he book to lend insight into projection of feeling 'to the
words.
The Illustrated Man by Ray Bradbury deals with stories
that come to life--stories that are portrayed on the back
of a man. They tell the viewer of a section of the manls
back what will happen to them in the future. The stories
all deal with this activity.
Another series of short stories designed to acclimate
the reader to the works of Ray Bradbury is a short book
entitled the Machineries of Joy. This one, as the name
implies, deals with man's inability to cope with his own
1;Uanmade society.
The Fantastic Voyage is the story of a medical race
for survival. It uses scientifically minia~urized humans
in a miniaturized submarine to get to a man's brain·and
perform a brain operation using a laser beam. Trouble
appea t'~S when it is learned i;;hat one of the team is a spy. A
movie entitled "The Inc~edible Voyage tf accompanies this
book. It takes the viewer on a trip through an actual
21
human body. The film is very interesting and most enlighte-
ning.
The book'entitled Stranger in a Strange Land, by
Robert Heinlein, deals with a Martian-born human, brought
up by Martians, with super powers, who ultimately sets up a
new religious cult in California. This book is the one that
'supposedly set Charles Manson off on his killing spree in
California in the late 1960 1 s.
Arthur C. Clarke is represented in this course in
many different areas. His novel contribution is the ever-
popular Space Odyssey, 2001. This is another of the themes
of mants space exploration and his attempt to cope with
almost-human machineries that were designed and built by
man. This ,is a marvelo~ story with a great deal of
scientific apparatus explained and described by one of the
tr~e masters of the field of science fiction.
The following info~ation is given 'in the hopes
that an aspiring Science Fiction teacher may need assistance
in setting up a beginning course. Table 1 contains a list
of materials suitable for an introductory course in sc~ence
fiction. Table 2 contains a list of materials appropriate
for a second or advanced course. Whether or not the exact
fo~at is followed is immaterial, but the author hopes· that
the incidental information provided can be helpful. Since
the delineation of courses mayor may not be mandatory, the
books will not follow any definite schematic·presentations,
22
TABLE 1
BASIC MATERIALS FOR INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE FICTION
REQUIRED READING TEXTS
Anthem
Fantastic Voyage
.Illustrated Man
Machineries of Joy
Poe's Tales of Horror
Time Machine
'War of the '-lorlds
ADDITIONAL COURSE REOUIREMENTS.,
A three page, typewritten, double spaced, original
scientific fiction story produced by~ student.
MATERIALS ADDITIONAL TO ASSIGNED BOOKS
Issues of Scope Magazine articles from 1970 to present
time dealing with the following subjects:
nPlanet of the Apes rt
"The Shadow" (with record)
nSpecial Mystery Issue" .
UCreation of a Science
Fiction Character"
ttTime Machine ft
"Murders in the Rue Morgue"
f1Dracula"
"The '·'orld of Ray Bradbury"
(with three selections)
l1HorrorI It
"Science Fiction: A Look
at t.he Future"
nThe Prisoner"
PERSPECTIVES TEXT
. "Galaxies in Space"
23
VIDEOTAPED FILMS
'The Hellstrom Chronicles
The Forbin Project
Future Shock
u. F. O.IS (Phil Donohue
Show)
MOVIE FILMS--(FREE FILM) .,
Story of a Wri~er
(Ray Bradbury)
Tell-Ta1e Heart
Universe
At Home, 2001
Journey to the Stars
(Interplanetary travel)
Dr. Heideggerls Experiment
The Remarkable School~"
house (School of the Future)
Conquering the Sea .
(Undersea Cities Projec-
tions)
A Trip to Chicago (Futur-
istic Transportation now
in use)
Cities of tIle Future
TABLE 2
BASIC MATERIALS FOR SCIENCE FICTION
REQUIRED READING TEXTS
Anthem
Andromeda Strain
A Space Odyssey? 2001
Brave Ne\i' \vorid
The Hobbit
Martian Chronicles
Stranger in a Strange Land
'Time l'iachine
'var of the Worlds
Castle of Otranto
ADDITIONAL COURSE REQUIREMENTS
A five page, tYpewritten, double spaced, original
science fiction story produced by each student.
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TABLE 2--Continued
: Small groups (four or five students per group) work on
fashioning ideals for the creation of a world of 2001.
The project will culminate with the classroom., Room Z22',
being filled with supergraphic paintings on all 'walls to
depict student projections of what the world will be like
at that time.
~IATERIALS ADDITIONAL TO ASSIGNED BOOKS
Videotapes
The Hellstrom Chronic1es
u. F. O.'s (Phil Donohue
Show)
The Forbin Project
Future Shocl<:
1-1an on the Moon
(Neil Armstrong-Apollo'
Mission)
MOVIE FILMS--(FREE FILM)
Story of a Writer
Micro
Medical Electronics
Deep Frontier
Cities of the Future
The Remarkable Schoolhouse
-(School of the Future)
Universe
Dr. Heideggerls Experiment
Conquering the Sea
At Home, 2001
Journey to the'Stars
. A Trip to Chicago
Reincarnation
How Many Lifetimes?
The Incredible Voyage .
SCOPE MAGAZINE
World of Ray Bradbury
The Forbin Project
Science Fiction: A Look at the Future
Time Macl1i~rl.e
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but the brief descriptive passages and comments are provided
as guidelines for consideration when the basic course(s)
may be set up.
The titles of books used within the suggested
courses(s) are as follows:
~tACHINERIES OF JOY-..Ray Bradbu'ry--This book is
primarily used ~o begin an Introductory Course. It contains
selected short stories dealing'basically with man's inability
to successfu11y cope with his ~wn inventions. . 'Existence
itself becomes a fight between man and his own mechanical
crea"tions.
The reading material is easily understood, the
conceptualizationl somewhat more difficu1t and the theme
very easily detected. This book may, be accompanied by
the film entitled ItStory of a Writer", by way of introduc-
tion to R~y Bradbury, one of the foremost science fiction
writers in ~he world today. The info~ation provided in
~hi~ film will accentuate what was previously gleaned in the
aims and objectives of the course.
lAuthorls Note: The term "conceptualizationll maybe
found intermittently ~hroughout the following descriptive
passages. By this te~, the author refers to the premise
that a student can readily detect and understand the pro~
cesses of writing involved, the fo~ulation of pl~t in
the 'fork, and the' intertwining methodol.ogy involved in
resolving any difficu1ties or situations of stress presented
within -the framework of the work.
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THE ILLUSTRATED MAN--Ray Bradbury--This book
co~tains an intriguing collection of futuristic tales
which evolve from a very improbable source--a witch.
Through a chance meeting, the narrator of the story is
introduced to the Illustrated Man. In the e~ening, the
narrator tells of his seeing stories take place in/the
b1ank spot on the ba~k of the tatooed man--stories that are
destined for the viewer to come to life.
The Illustrated Man tells of having fallen in'1ove
with a woman who did the illustrations on his body.
She had been a witch. The stories are well-told, interesting,
and have the unmistakable imprint of the Bradbury mastery .
about them.
Since the il1ustrations were supposedly drawn by . I .
a witch, and the power implanted upon the blank spot
on the manls back to foretell the future, the fiLm en-
titled tiThe Witches of Salemll may be shown to gain an in-
sight into ~he world of superstition, wi~chcraft, and
demonology. For advanced 'students J extra reading material,
such as 11The Crucible" by Arthur Miller might be suggested
by the instructor.
ANTHEM--Ayn Rand--This'is a story that is very
easy to read, since the print is very large and .the spacing
between lines is wide. The ideas advanced by the author
explain the basic tenets of her philosophy of Objectivism,
which is nothing more than a new approach to mode~ day
individua.lism.
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Antl1em exemplifies one of the most powerful traits
of. the gif~ed author. It has the inescapable quality of
being able to extract emotions wi~hin the reader so
powerful1y that the reader 1itera11y Ifexerts energy"1
to increase the pace of the action'at times. 2 The reader
involvement with the character Equality 7-2521 becomes so
engrossi~g that ~here is a high degree of knowledgable
personality transference taking place. The outside world
is absent, the politica1 forces become secondary measures
leading up to an end, and the reader becomes totally ab-
sorbed mentally "cheering on tl the efforts of Equa1ity 7-2521
and Liberty 5-3000 to a victory which can only be achieved
when they become truly free.
True freedom, however, can only be achieved when·
the shackles of the society in which they have lived can
be broken. Once the escape has been made, the couple
is united, and ~he 1earning of the significance of Ego and
Id are accepted, Prometheus and Gaea can now return to the
city and assist others in escaping to their own happier
existence. Man, having conquered the forces of evil, now
wishes for his fellowman to do the same. Since the story
lScience fiction evokes for the nonscientist the
basic scientific emotions: the thri11 of discovery, the
delight in intellectual rigor, and the sense of wonder,
even of awe, before the order and complexities of the physica1
universe.
2James Blish, "The Tale that Wags the God: The
Function of Science Fiction, t1 ~rn.erican L~ll)rar,ies (December
1970):1029-1033.
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takes place in the world of the future, it might be well 'to
use films dealing with a drug socie~y, such as "Hooks".
For areas o~ futuristic components, films such as ttltIicro l1
which de~ls with mini-circuitry, or "Medical Electronics",
which explains futuristic gains in medicine, some of which are
,now being evolved and some of which are in use as this paper
is being written, may be used.
Suggestions for question and 'answer/discussion period
may be as follows:
,Statement: The reader is continually under the
impression that Equality 7-2521 is being, 11held back" from
achieving success in any area early in the book.
A. . What condition within the boundaries of the
society in which he lives exists to make this
a true situation?
B. Since the above situation does exist, what
incident relieves the tension building up
within the "welt p~ogrammed individual?
How does Union 4-8818 react?
The situation is resolved between the two
~n*~ •
----------.....--------------
c. A discovery brings a chance for recognition.
Failure of the society to accept the merit of
the discovery precipitates what important
occurrences, mentally and physically, 'pertaining
to Equali~y 7-25211
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BRAVE NEW WORLD--Aldous Huxley--An ideal fo11ow-up
book to Anthem. Here again, ~he setting is in a futuristic
world; a "Utopia" comprised of a society evolved, from
test tube babies. Free love, "death conditioning" (in
which children are actually placed among the dying so that
death will not adversely affect them), euthanasia, and the
old 1tlive for today" philosophy prevai1 in the Utopian
world,.
As the story line develops, the reader is taken to
a world which is in direct contrast to the Utopian world--?
a world called the Reservation. The main character to be
presented from the Reservation is Mr. Savage, a boy named
John who was "born" to a woman (then a test tube product)
and the Director of Hatcheries (Human) in the U~pian'Society.
John has lived in the Reservation, and is now in~roduced t~
, the Utopian world. He must make the choice between the
two worlds. Deep phi1osophical.passages, a love interest,
and re1igious mores or lac~ of them provide for continual
mental battles which must be contended with by the protago-
nist. The book contains a 'shocker of an ending.
The videotape entitled "Future Shock1! fits in well
with this selection.
ANDROMEDASTRAIN--Michael Crichton--The Andromeda
Strain provides a ,problematic. approach to dealing with a
situation outside of man's experience. He must be placed
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in a race to determine his own survival and/or destruction
in. order to perform at the peak of his abilities. Since
the u1timate solution to the problem deals with, destruc-
tion of a virus from outer space, 'any aid associated with
a related subject which would more graphically illustrate
the problem would be suitable for presentation to the class.
Perhaps the most timely videotape wou1d be one
entitled ItSeven Days in May", which is a truly realistic
portrayal of high tension decisions being made under the
intense pressure of possible nuclear warfare--the u1timate'
revolution.
The 'Andromeda Strain is,an intense story that begins
with a mass tragedy, involves an alien virus that is deadly
to man under most ,conditions, and keeps the reader engrossed
straight through to its conclusion.
THE MARTIAN CHRONICLES--Ray Bradbury--This book
provides a change from the world of today and the existence'
that one experiences in the present. The Chronicles were
originally .to be presented as a collection of individual
stories, but the theme developed within these stories, the
colonization of Mars, provided a natural framework for a
single unified work. Ray·Bradbury, "the author, invents
many phenomena nonexistent in today l s world to entice his
readers into the re~lm of exploration on a strange planet.
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Id.eas to be reviewed and reconstructed by man in this
st~ange en~ironment take o~ a futuristic outlook in many
instances~ and remain true to life and situations parallel
to, or contradicting, things to be seen and experienced here
on earth. Two aids that might be considered by teachers for
use with the Martian Chronicles include the record of Poets
Tales of Terror concerning "The Fall of the House of Usher"
for use with the selection entitled "Usher 1111 in the
Chronicles, and the cassette tape of the Martian Chronicles.
Ray Bradbury once said that "Science fiction is a
wonderful hammer; I intend to use it when and if necessary,
to bark a few shins or knock a few heads, in order to make
people leave people alone. ttl Perhaps the best way to
illustrate his intentions is to present just a few brief
suggested questions that might be included in a unit on the
Martian Chronicles. At least, an insight will be gained which
can prov.ide the reader with the scope of subject material
which is tackled in the course of a collection of short
stories based on a general theme. The following questions
are being included in this paper for that purpose.
From nYLLA-1999" What non-human traits and abilities
are exhibited by Ylla and her hus-
band?
York:
lTwentieth CenturlAuthorsl "Bradbury, Ray" (New
H. W. Wilson Company, 19S5J,.p. Ill.
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"THE SUMMER NIGHT-1999" What "takes the Earthmen so
long to recognize~he .fact that
their reception is ~ything but
no~al? \~y are they-killed?
~
nAND THE MOON BB STILL AS BRJ:GHTtt 2001 Wha"b do
the Earthmen discover when th~y
reach Mars? How does Spender feel
they shou1d act? Why? In what
sense is Spender a Martian?
"WAY IN THE MIDDLE ,OF THE AIR" 2003 Why is
Mr. Teece ~o upset about the
blacks leaving earth to go to M'ars?
Why do the blacks leave?
"USHER 11" 2005 Why has Stendahl, built the
castle? Compare this selection
with the original by Edgar Allan
Poe.
liTHE OFF SEASON" Is' Parkhill acting the way you
would expect? What is he doing?
What clue did you have' earlier that
he wou1d act this way? What do the
Martians do? Why? Why does Parkhill
act the way he does?'
liTHE SILENT TOWNS" Why do the people return to
Earth? Did Walter Gripp do the
right thing?
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liTHE LONG. YEARS" 2026 Why does Captain Wilder
leave Hathaway's wife and children
there? Was Hathaway sane?
.IITHE MILLION YEAR PICNIC" 2026 What happened to
Earth? According to Dad why did
this happen?
Using your answers, explain whether or not ~~e Martian
Chronicles is a "hammer". Why?
TIME MACHINE--H. G. Wells-- The Time Machine app~oxi-
mates conditions of traveling ~hrough time to a point in
history where .civilization is "on the wane t, and man is
'rapidly becoming an extinct species. Man has conquered
his past problems of illness and pollution, but he is
faced with a more critical 'problem--that of possible extinc-
tion in the near' future.
The adventures of the Time Traveler take place wi~hin
this society and provide the interest for the reader. Visual
aids that might be suggested for use with this book are
films entitled "Journey Into Time" and "The Time Machine".
Wells presents a theme in this work which is some-
what analagous to the favorite themes of Bradbury. Where
Bradbury incorpora~es themes dealing with manls inabi11ty·
to cope with the high degree of proficiency contained.
within his own' creations, Wells has intiroduced a' situation
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with a para11el theme; that of manls inability to success- I
f~ly co~bat his own meddling with the environment in
which he lives.
The intellectual man, Eloi, within the setting of
this time period is very small .physically and lives in
continual fear of the darkness. He is hunted at night by.
the Morlocks, who are underground humanoids that are
carnivorous either by natu~e or through an evolution of
necet'if:.;ity.
A sampling of areas and questions ,to be covered
as the unit progresses and at its conclusion are:
(For discussion)
A. Why does man continually risk his own life in
accepting or seeking out such dangerous occupations as
mountain climbers, test pilots, astronauts ,and prison
guards?
Would these jobs be considered as an escape
~ reality or an escape from reality? Explain your· answer.
B. If we are to accept the theory that there is
such a thing as a time warp, can we say that the earth is
really like a doughnut? Could a man take off in an ultra-
'high speed ,projectile, encircle the globe, and return in
time to see himself taking off?
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c. Discuss the ideas you, may have concerning
inyentions of man and ~he gradual changes in the physical
appearances of'man bet.ween the present, time and the "time
in which the Time Traveler found himself.
How do you account for ~he appearance'and
demeanor of tIle Morlocks?
THE WAR OF THE WORLDS--H. G. Wells--The ''Tar of the
Worlds enchanted the r~ading public of the world with the
earliest fu1l account of an invasion of the earth by an
alien civilization from another planet within our 'own
galaxy. Initial suspense is built up when observatories
report the sightings of explosions on the planet Mars.
From that point on, succeeding events happen fa~t and
'furiously. The Martian cylinders land, beings emerge from
the capsule, and the heat ray keeps the humans away while the
War Machines are built by the i~vading force. The story
is told by a narrator whose adventures following the Martian
landing make up the action. The conclusion leaves much to
conjecture, but it is sufficient to satisfy the reader.'
Visual and auditory aids that might be used to
accompany The ''1ar of the '''orlds include the movie of the same
name and the recording of 'Orson Welles' radio ,adaptation,
of the book and his consequent'broadcast which caused a
panic of 'much of the Eas~ern Seaboard of the United States
on Halloween, October 31, 1938. Since present FCC rulings
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were not i~ force at that time, the entire show was done with
only one break to announce that it was a Playhous.e p~esenta­
tion. Thus, many of the people allover the East Coast were
very much concerned as to which exits from the cities were
the safest, and what could be done to stop the earth from
being destroyed. The resultant human behavior pattern
thus became ruled by an impending sense .of doom and
destruction. Pandemonium ruled over reason and panic reigned.
Questions'1;o be considered for "guided reading"
in this unit will be:
A. Regarding the l,ength of time 'Deeded to open
the capsul.es as they landed, what was the reason for the
extent of "time?
1. Adaptation to the earth's atmosphere by
Martians?
2. Why didn
'
·1; they use pressurized atmospheric
suits?
B. What was the reason given, if any, for the
Martian invasion of Earth?
c. What "fatal flaw" in the reconnaisance of Earth
and i~s inhabitants was'~o prove to be the undoing of the,
Martian forces?
D. On the other hand, the scouting of possible
eme~gency techniques used by earthlings previously, (partic-
ularly in the field of electronics and communication) were
advanced to the point that they became beneficial to the
invading Martians. Explain this phenomenon.
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A list of supplementary materials for the Introduc-
~o~y Course is presented in Table 3. Table 4 lists supple-
mentary materials for the -Science Fiction Course.
In~roduction to Riddles
The .use of riddles in a science fiction class came
about quite by accident. Since .there were no availabl~
textbooks for teaching the course'for the first two weeks,
~he use of riddles, their origin, and the c~nsequent
solving of them was used. To further implement riddles as
ato01 for teaching, students were asked to write original.,
riddles.· Some of these student riddles, as well as a few
'~eacher-made riddles, are included in the following pages.
The one who has an excessive amount of me is not
beloved by everyone. His nature is such that he becomes
repulsive to those around him. There is much of me to be
seen in the individual, the family, the localitYI the
country and the world accomplishments which contribute to
the good of mankind. I am most noted in parents of new born ·
babies.
Everyone exults in the fact that he or she has been
,a part of these accomplis~ents•. That iS I in essence, my
being. What am J:?
(Pride)
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TABLE 3
SUPPLE~IENTARY MATERIALS FOR INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Film--Tell-Tale Heart
Scope Magazine--Time Machine
The Shadow
Story of a Writer--Anthem
OCTOBER
Fi1m--"The Remarkable Schoolhouse"
"Universe"
Book--Poe's Tales of Terror
Scope MagaziDe-~"Noon on Doomsday"
liThe Tarantula" (Creation of
,a Science. Fiction character)
11 Dracula tl
"Murders in the Rue Morgue"
"Medical ElectronicslI.
Recordings--ftpii; and Pendulum"
"Fall of the House of Usher"
1IStrange Case of M. Valdemar"
I1Cask of Amon1;illadot~
"The Black Cat"
"Masque of the Red Death"
NOVEMBER
Fi1m-- l1Voyage of Fr:andship 7"
'n'The Mighty Atom"
"Dr. Heideggerls Experiment"
IlJourney Into Time1l
Videotape--"Andromeda Strain"
"In Search of Ancient Astronauts"
"Future Shock"
TABLE 3--Continued
DECEMBER and
JANUARY
Film--IIHow Many Lifetimes?ft
"Reincarnation"
"Incredible Journey"
"At Home 2001"
"The Deep Frontier"
TABLE 4
SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS FOR SCIENCE FICTION
SEPTEMBER
Film--Story of a Writer
"Tell-Tale Heart"
"Micro"
"Medical Electronics
Scope Magazine--ItThe Time Machine"
OCTOBER
Film--ItComputer Revolution"
"Remarkable Schoolhouse"
"Universe tt
"Mighty Atom"
NOVEMBER
Film-- I1Voyage of Frt.C!ndship 7"
11Dr. Heidegger's Experiment"
1IJourney Into Time"
Videotape--tlln Search of Ancient Astronauts"
"Future Shock"
DECEMBER
Film--"How Many Lifetimes?"
"Reincarnationtt
"Incredible Journey"
Videotape--Primal Man # l'and Primal Man # 2
JANUARY
Film--ttAt Home, 2001"
"The· Deep Frontierl1
tiThe Incredible Journey·t
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Ever since I was created, I have been picked
up, handled (lovingly and roughly),' thrown away, retrieved
and cleaned. When I receive sustenance, I am most needed.
Just like everything else tha~ is relatively new, I am
most loved during the first 'two years. From that point
on, I seem to be shuffled from place to place until I am
u]:timately lost or discarded with just as much lack of con-
cern as there was attention earlier. What am I?
(Baby Bottle)
My power, should it ever be used -to its fullest
capabili~ies, can be limitless in its possible advantages
to mankind. Although I do Dot take up a lot of space, I
am very well protected. The power that I have makes me
invaluable to each and every individual. If you think
about these things, you will know what I am.
(Human Brain)
All of my short life has been one of simplicity and
leisure. I sit here nestled within what seems to be acres
of soft down. Since there are many others like myself,
I can rest here almost ~ndefinitely in the comfort of a
relative security that only insignifica~ce allows one.
I myself am shapeless, aLmost void of any positive1y
recognizable distinguishing features. However, I seem to
be quite unpopular with someone or something. Why, just
recently, there was a mass s+aughter when many of my kind'
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were obliterated:without mercy while others simply
va~ished. Only- because of my insignificance was II myself '
able to avoid absolute destruction.
The method which our nemesis uses to prey upon
us is relatively unknown, although some who have survived
w •
its onslaught claim that it utilizes a great, wind, while
others disagree, saying that, despite their surroundings,
they are irresistibly drawn into the endlessness of space.
Although I myself cannot support either of-these claims, I
can indeed verify that virtually all of these catastrophes
are accompanied by a sound that can be described as nearly
deafening in its volume.
This terrifying sound may connote that my existence
is in constant peril, but my intentions were not to relate
such implications to you. Although these unfortunate
occurrences are indeed horrifying, they are few and far
between. Left alone, we live an uneventfu1 and rather
pleasant l'ife, and, given the opportunity, we may group
together to fo~ clustersl Perhaps you may have guessed by
now that I am a ••• WHOOSH I I I -
What am I?(Cluster of Dust)
What des~royed me? (Vacuum
CleanerL
There were there • • • waiting'. • • jusi? as I
knew they would be. I saw their looks as I approached • • •
I
I
!
I
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smiling, or were they smiles? apprehensive, but why?
an~icipating, what? and ,sad, wistfu1, melancholic, dreamy,
downcast .••• anything but joyful.
I felt, ra~her than saw ~heir feelings as I passed
them and moved' on. Somewhere deep within my very being, I,
knew that they resented the mere fact, of my presence. Yet·
they depended upon me. I could be their source of relief
from pain and suffering. Even though I knew that they
hated me, I continued to nd~ my thing1t for ~hem.
Sure, I-remembered the 'childhood dreams--the trips
down the bumpy mountain roads, the sound of the engine
'grinding and growling, the incessant roar. I knew and
remembered the sharp stab of exquisite pain i;~at heralded
the end of the line for that particu1ar trip. Oh yes" I
often wondered if the loss weren't; better than this ever~
lasting continuation. Replacing wou1d be the most
difficult of any of my choices.
My choice had been made.' The piper had been paid.
My greatest'ambition had been accomplished~ And ~till •••
they waited • • • ,for me.
UnhurriedJ.y • • • quietly • • '. walking softly • • •
I approached the~.,
What am I? (Dentist)
Where am I? (In his office)
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My world was concei~ed by an ever powerful
im~ginat~one It'was' created in light, but was soon brought
~ogether to a world of near-total darkness. Since this
world of mine was ellipsoidal rather than round, its
revolutions were irregular rather than of a 'definite
spherical patterne The time expended in circling or
orbiting depended upon certain definite conditions being
involved.
This was a waiting world ••• at least for a time.e
Nothing was happening. I was the only living thing within
my world. The silence was absolutely loud, long and
ter~ifying. Then i~ happenedI
My world was lifted gently, as if by giant hands.
I was aware of the force of pressure from' above as the
world lifted and the gravitational pull of the basal
structure began to ~ake hold. Then the world dropped!
All again was silent, but for what one might
imagine to be the sound of some type of muffled engine or
machinery in the distance. That, too, ceased after just;
a short lapse of time.
My eyes became as those of two thousand, peering
into the dark distance of Diy imprisoning world. My ea'rs,
antennae-like, waited for tb.e sound of 'the next disturbance.
It wasn1t; to come until much later.
A sharp, high-pitched whis~ling sound, accompanied
by a thunderous' clamor from the heavens assailed my
senses. The world dropped again. I~ was buffe~ed a mighty
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thrust by some unknown force. It was. thrown about, lifted,
dropped, and finally, allowed to rest •• '. but the rest
was on1y ~ brief respite. I felt my world begin to
soar through space. Then it wae slammed into another force
or object. All became silent once again.
Soon the lifting, dropping, buffeting and soaring
became a pattern of my veryex,istence. When will it ce'ase?
\ihen will this torturous way of life end for me? I canlt
stand it much longer.
What am I:? ...<_Fl...y....> ....._
Where am I? JIn a football)
Summary
This chapter included a description of basic materials
used in two Science Fiction Courses, suggestions for
recordings,'videotapes and other supplementary materials,
and examples of riddles composed by students and the instruc-
tor.
APPENDIX
TEACHER-MADE TESTS ON SCIENCE FICTION
BOOKS AND MAGAZINES
INTRODUCTION TO SCIENCE FICTION
!§2! - THE PRISONER Name
-----------
Fill in the blanks with the correct answer.
1. Peter Kenney, the main character, was a
-------
(job title) by profession.
He worked for a weekly (what)
....---............-...........---
which used the name
(fUll name-two wo~ds) on its le~te~head.
5-6. Peter's idea for doing the story was .interrupted
by news that the
(type of house) at the local
(what) had burned down.
7. Through his investigation, Peter learned that all.
commuters had felt the same situations upon
(entering, leaving) the city. (~nderline answer)
8. Peter walks by a sign that says ·nNo parking on
bridge" and finds himself standing in the middle
of a (what) area.
On his second trip to the bridge, after learning of
the curator's disappearance, Peter tells the voice
in the place to which he' has been transported that
9-11.
he knows (what)
--------------------
12. The voice says that since Peter is aware of things,
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THE PRISONER continued
that they have decided to ____..... {what)
the project.
13-14. The people 'and the city in this story have been
used by beings from another planet for the purpose
of using them as ______________(what) •
15. What is the significanee of the title?
-, ~ - - - - - - - -
CITIZENS OF SPACE
J.-2. This article, written by A. C. Clarke, deals mainly
with the subject (what?'two 'words)~
------
3. Scientists wish to find out about the canals on the
planet (name).
---------~--
4-6. Name three ,fields of research which would be helped
by the type of stations indicated in the article:
1 2 3
--------- --------- --------
7. The shape, of these objects would almost have to be
like a (what).
---_...-._-------
8-9. Relative velocity is a sensa~ion one feels when one
is in a vehic'le and another vehicle passes you at a
much greater spe~d. This makes you feel as' if you
are (what? two words).
10. One of the great dangers that would have to be
protected against would'be of the object 1 s being
hit by (what).
-------_....._....._--------
Check Quiz. Name
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Us~ng your notes, complete the following info~ation:
1-7. ,What are the basic aims of the, Science Fiction
Course?
8-14. What are the points by which we judge Science F~ction
writing?
15. In your opinion, name the person in your class who gave
the best oral report on a story, .!.!ll! give the "title of
the story.
'Name:
Title:
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Check Quiz,- MACHINERIES OF JOY Name
16-17. The story about a movie maker and the creation
of various prehistoric monsters was entitled "
18-20. Vapors in a well that represented spirits who over-
took bodies of humans leaning over the well and'
making them fell in 'or kill were featured in the
story entitled f1 "
--------------------_.
_____----, Wil1 , and Ned
--------
11
j
I
1
i
were the main characters in the
-----------
story entitled " ....._".
24-25. Man, woman and child wish for a situation where they
will be the only ones left in the world. It happens
in the story entitled II n
26-30. Briefly, tell the story of the "Illustra-ted Woman".
31-33. Juan Diaz was able -to keep a promise made to his wife
after he had died, because he had promised that he
would (wha-t).
------_......_---------------
34-35. Two of the things most noted in the writings of Ray
Bradbury as mentioned ,in lectures were .~ __
and ..... - _
Short Explanation Test - There are six titles given below
for each of the two classes. Each of these stories was
discussed and reported on in each ,of the two classes. You
You should have this material in your notes. Give a brief
synopsis of each of any five of the stories titled for
your class in the space available to you.
4th Hour
The One Who Waits
TI'le Vacation
Boys! 'Raise Giant Mushrooms
in your C,ellar
The Illustrated Woman
Some Live Like Lazarus
And So Died Riabouchinska
6th Hour
The One \Vho Waits
The Vacation
Boys! Raise Giant Mushrooms
in your Cellar
Death and The Maiden
A Miracle of Rare Device
Almost the End of the World
- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
1. Title:
2. Title:
3•.Title:
-----....----------------_.....------....._----
4. Ti'tle:
5. Title:
Sl
ILLUSTRATED MAN Name
----------
Completion Section - Fill in the blanks with the correct
answers.
1. The Illustrated Man was walking through the state
of in the opening selection.
2. In the selection "Fox in the Forest", the m~n and
his wife returned to the' year from the year 2155.
3-7. In that same selection, Mr. Sims met his death. (How)
8. In the "Visitor", the :f\lars Co:J.,ony populace had a
disease. They 'had all been banished from Earth•. A
man named comes. He can create il-
------_......-
lusions that these men can see which allow them to
overcome their present state of unhappiness.
9. The man mentioned in # 8 met his death as a result
of (what).
10-15. ·Briefly, tell the story of "The Veldt" ..
16-18. "Kaleidoscope" is ,the story of an American space· crew
that is hope~essly (what? three words).
19-20. Two' of the things mos~ noted in the writings of Ray
Bradbury as mentioned in lectures were
and •
..
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - ANTHEM NAME
--------
COMPLETION SECTION - Fill in the blanks with the correct
answers.
1-4. , (Full name) the creator of Objectivism,
----....._."
a modern philosophy of
-----
(country) •.
(wha~) was born in
5. The main character was known as (name-
-------
number).
6-7. As the story begins, we find that the main character
is (number) years old, 'and (number)
---- ----
feet tall.
8-9. The (what? two words) is the body of
......_-------
all truth.
10-11. The Unmentionable Times passed away when men saw
the (what? two words) which is
this: That all men are one and that there is no
will save the will of all men together.
12-15. We remember the ,(4 words)
---'
where we lived until we were five years old.
16-20. When we reached the ag~ of five years, we were 'sent
learned for the next
to the (what? 4 words), where we
---
(number) years.
21-22. We preferred some work to others and thus became
of
--- ----
guilty of the great of
23-24- And we were punished when the
(what of what).
(what
j
I
of what) came to give us our Life Mandates.
25-26. We were assigned to beg~n work as a (two words).
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ANTHEM continued
27. International 4-8818 was with us when we made our
gr~at find behind the Theatre. Our great f1nd was
a (what two words).
(what) •
28-29.
30.'
31-32.
This place contained wonders of t~es hundreds and
hundreds of years ago. These were known as
The main character meets and falls in love with
(name and number) •
Men may not think of women nor may women think of
men except at the (when 3 words)
34-35.
when the Council of Eugenics 'assigns certain men to
certain women.
All men older than (number) years of age and all
-
women older than (number) years of age are sent
---
36-40.
to· the Palace of Mating.
The age of the Golden haired girl was (number).
---
41-42
There was once a great fire and the Evil Ones and the
scripts of the Evil Ones were burned. This was the
Great Script Fire, which heralded the of the
• (what of what)
-----
The main character told the girl that he called
her by a Dame other than her number. It was
(ful.l name).
--_.....---------
43. She also called him by a name. It was,
-------
(name).
----------
44., He accidently discovered the secret of (what)
when working with a frog· underground.
45. Often I think ,of the forest which,we call the
(name) Forest.
---------
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ANTHEM co~tinued
46. We had been'caught. We have no~ wri~ten for
________~ (number) Days.
47-48. He took his latest discovery, namely the
_______(name of device) before 'f.;he Council
of Scholars.
49. The World Council· decided that this invention
would lighten the toil of men. Therefore, i~ mus~
·be a great (what).
SO-51. He later escaped from the Council and went to the
____________(what) •
52-53.
54-56.
58.
59.·
60.
Upon the second day in this, he came upon •
The two kept out t.he beasts by sleeping in the
middle of a (wha~).
For shelter, they find a (what) left from
the Unmentionable T~es.
From manuscripts, he finds the word for which he
has been searching. The word is (what).
He then solemnly decrees that the word (what)
must never be'spoken save by one's choice or as a
second thought.
He reads many books and manuscripts and tells his
companion the story of that man who took the light
of the gods and gave it to all men. His companion
then gives him th~ name, which is •
....._-------------------------_.
S5
ANTHEM continued
61. And he read of the goddess named who
was the mother of the Earth and of all the gods.
He gives his companion this name.
62. When he had been ~aptured earlier, he had been
tied to a post while on his knees and __
(kind of punishment).
63. ftI shall cut into the stone over my por~als the word
which is -to be my beacon and my banner." The
sacred word: •
The theme of this book deals with the philosophy
of
This book, in my opinion, shou1d be rated _
because it
ANTHEM continued Essay Section
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\
The first two of the following essay,questions count 15
points and the last one will count 10 points. Please take
YQur time, diges~ your info~ation, evaluate your formula-
tion, and put it on the paper.
1. "Then here, on this mountaintop, with the world
below me and nothi~g above me bu~ the sun, I shall,
live my own truth. When I shall have read all the
books and learned my new way, when my home is ready
and my earth tilled, I shall • • • tt What?
"My futur~ lies before me. My plans are such that
I will ••• " What does he plan for the future, 'both
'for his fam~ly and for others?
j
l~_!~.~~~~.~~~~~~_~~~~_~~.~ ~ ~ .~.~~ .,__---
\
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ANTHEM continued
2. II I still wonder how, in those years of graceless
transition, long ago, men did not see whether they
were going and went on blindly to their fate. But
there were a few who refused to surrender. (elabor-
ate on these ideas; what did he mean? of what was
he speaking?)
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ANTHEM continued
3~ Describe the education and developmental steps in
the process of living within the society under .
which the main character lived at the opening of
story.
4. Extra Credit - Define "EGO". 'Why was it so
importan-t?
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - BRAVE NE'~ ViORLD (eli. 1-9). Name
-----------
Essay Section - Answer the following questions as completely
and correctly as possible~ You are to write on four of the
-
questions after the first one, which is a reguired assign-
men~.< Place the number of the question you are writing
on in the ( ) parentheses before the lines.
1.- REQUIRED Discuss the method of reproduction and
birth control in the Utopian society.
2. What was the basic reason for some individuals
within a class being of a higher social and economic
importance within the class?
3. lYhy was Bernard Manx against the system under
which he lived?
4. How did the religion of the Utopian World differ
from th~t of the reservation?
5. From the structure of the so'ciety as explained, in
the method of baby production, why couldn't they make
everyone equal without a necessity of having dif~ .
ferent (higher or lower) class distinctions?
6. Give the background of Linda--how she came to the
reservation--what happened to her, the end result,.
(1 )
and her present condition.
- - - - - '- - - - - -'- - - - - - -
l3RAVE NE''l ~vORLD, continued,
( )
( ),
( )
( )
( )
( )
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BRAVE NEl" \-/ORLD continued
Completion Section - Place the correct answers (the· info~a­
tioD asked for) in the spaces left blank in the follOWing
sentences.
1-5. List the five major classes of Utopian society in
the order of their importance within the society.
(Most important class first, etc.)
(D)(c)(B)(A)
(E)
\~at is the significance of the title, of the boo~
and where was it mentioned in the chapters assigned
to be read? In "hat situation?
6.
7. Describe how Linda taught John, her son, to read.
8-11. Answer, as completely as possible, the following
questions:
What is soma?
What is physical fo~ of soma?
How is 'soma used?
-------_--.-----------
What is the effect of soma?
12-15. Define the fo11owing words as they were used in Brave
New World:
Brachycephalic:_..... ....... _
Bandolier:
-_...._----------_.......------------
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BRAVE NEW lvORLD continued
Hypnodaeia: _
Process of cremation and end resultB--how were they
used?
-_....._----_......_--......._--............._.-......_---
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BRAVE'· NEW ~IORLD (Ch. 10) Name
---_......_-----
Quick Quiz
Fill in-the blank areas with the correct answers:
1-3 The incident which begins this chapter takes
place in the (name) Room, where'
the (title) of Hatcheries is
. talking to (full name).
4-5 They are ~alking about punishing
(full name) as a result of his unorthodox
views.
6..8. Name three of the "Unorthodox" views held by this
individual for which he was placed OD "instant trial".
A)
B)
C)
9. This individual was to be sentenced to exile in
(where)~\
--------......---
10. The accused produced, as a reason why the 'sentence
could not be executed, (first name).
11-12. When the accused pointed a finger at the Director, ,
the woman named turned to the Direc-
tor and called h~ (what).
13-151 The woman accused the Director of being the
(what) of (what).
16-17. The savage was called into the room•. His name
was and he called the Director
" ".
...._-----------
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BRAVE NE'v WORLD continued
18-20. As a result of the ensuing laughter, in the room,
the Director
---------_....._------_..
(did what).
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BRAVE NElv WORLD (Final) Name
-----------
Completion Section - Fill in the blanks with the cor~ect
answers.
1-3.
5-6
7-8
10.
Describe what happened in Brave New World in the
following places:
A) The Decanting Room
------........_----------
B) Park Lane Hospital ~__~ __
C) The Lighthouse
-------------------_.-_-
John was referred· to as Mr. . in Utopian
Society.
The favorite author of John's, according to the
text was
(Full name).
-----------------------
Two of the titles of plays by this author mentioned
in Brave New World were: A) and
________, as well as Bl •
(name) because of being infatuated
----------......_-
with only one man, made a mistake at work which
would, years later, cause a death.
Describe the Cyprus experiment of A.F.473. (An
experiment in re-bottling)
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BRAVE NE\v 'vORLD
11. .John, the Savage, chose as his hermitage, an old
(what) between Puttenham and Elstead•
................_------
12. \~at did John do to the reporter that wanted to
interview him about his self-flagellation with
the whip?
13. Tell what- ~he profession of Darwin Bonaparte was
14. 'Vllat was entitled the l1Savage of Surrey"?
15.. For what was it used?
16':'20. After the "Savage of· Surrey" incident, what signifi-
cant events led to the conclusion of the story?
A)
B)
C) ......... ~ _
D)
E)
21-25 Give reasons why for each answer you prefer in the
following:
John remained true t.O character throughout the
story (Yes, No)
The ending (was, was not) realistic.
vfuy did the story end in the way it did?
'fuat was the main factor in John's taking the final
wtlat was the final impact of the story?
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - FANTASTIC VOYAGE (Ch. 1-9)' N'ame
Matclling Section: Place the letter of "the item in Column "An
1n bthe space beFore the item or statement in Column "B"
which it bes~ describes.
Colwnn flAIf
A. Red hexagon on which the ship and crew were placed for
miniaturization.
B. Colonel; Head of Secret Service.
C. Navigator on the Fantastic Voyage.
D.' Abnormal connection between the vein and artery; whirl-
pool threw them off-course here.
E. Inventor of the vessel; had previously met and gotten'
drunk with Benes.
F. Motion caused by being bombarded with molecu1es.
G. Symbol which designates a person in a medical occupation.
H. Cora Duval's assistant on the journey.
I. Run-do'\m area; mostly wa~ehou$es.
J. Internationally famous brain surgeon in the book.
K. The smal1e~ a thing is minia~u~ized, ~he le.. time it can
remain in that sta~e.
L. ~Iajor instrument to be used in performing the delicate
operation.
M. Ex-football player, now top secret service agent.
N. His medical safety was dependent upon the success of the
mission.
O. Shape of the C.M.D.F. insignia
P. Ship was placed in this before being introduced into a
hwnan body.
R. Artery into which ship entered body.
S. Nuclear powered submarine
T. Medical man for the C.M.D.F.
U. Author of Fantastic Voyage: Azimov.
Column liB"
Caduceus
_ Hexagon
Peter Lawrence
Duval
Charles Grant
'\villiam Owens
Proteus
Laser· Beam
Brownian
Zero Module
Carotid
Michaels
saline
~solution
'Jan Benes
fistula
Peterson
, Gonder
_ uncertainty
principle
Colonel Reid
Headquar-ters,
---- C.}I. D .F •
Isaac
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FANTASTIC VOYAGE· continued
1\1atching Section: Place, the correct letter- from Column It A "
in- front of the statement, in Column l1Bn (nex"tpage) t~at
it best describes. (Two poin~s each) ,
Column "A"
A. Inventor and pilo~ of the v~ssel; had met and drank with
Benes before.
B. Instrument used to perfonm the' blood clo1; operation on
the brain.
C. Point of entry for the Fantastic Voyage.
D. "Geographeru of the blood stream; acted as navigator on
the trip.
E. Idea which stated that ~he smaller a maq is miniaturized,
the less t~e he can be retained in that state. .
F. Ex~college football s~ar; top agent of the secre~ service.
G.. ~litary Doctor who wanted to keep the moneys from govern-
ment coming in.
H. Brain surgeon; operated on the clot.
I. Drug used -to "vacuum" the mind; makes one dream bad
dreams.
J. Exit area (emergency) for the survivors of the trip.
K. Crushed the ship as well as its only passenger at the
time.
L. Twenty-five years old; Masters Degree; assistant to
doctor; made trip through body.
~f. Submarine used in minature as vessel for t~e adventure~
N. Used his military uniform only for stat;~ at headquarters,
Head security man.
O. Head of the Secret Service; witnessed a car "accident". '
P. Site of initial miniaturization of vessel and crew.
R. Agency that designed idea and perfected the process of
miniaturization on people.
S. Could potentially solve the uncertainty principle,
making it possible to remain miniaturized indefinitely.
T. First liquid into which vessel was immersed before the
journey was to begin.
U. Resultant factor of being unevenly bombarded by water
molecules.
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FANTASTIC VOYAGE continued
Uncertainty Principle
Ruby Laser
Brownian motion
Saline Solution
Colonel Reid
Lacrymal Duct
.Morphogen
General. Carter
Carotid Artery
~lhite Cell
Proteus
Benes
Cora Peterson
C.1'f.D.F.
Capt. William Owens
Michaels
Colwnn nBn
Zero }Iodule
Grant
Duval
Colonel Gonder
---
* * * * * * * * * * * ** * * * * * * * * * * * * * * * *
Ten Point Question
Describe the C.M.D.F. insignia on the uniforms of the team.
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SCIEi.:JCE FICTION
TEST -THE TIME MACHINE Name
-----------
c~ ._etion Section - Fill in' the blanks with the correct -
_.,,,.,.~,..,,.,...,,-~-------
answers.
1-4. What are the four.. dimensions listed in the first
chapter of the book? A)~~~~~~~_~~~~~~_
B) C...) _
D) .....-- _
5. It took the time traveler (number)
--------
years to develop the miniature model.
6-7. Describe the weather conditions when the Time
Traveler landed in the future.
------------
8. The little people with whom he at first came into
contact were known as the (name).
---------
9. The river which he saw in the land of these
people lvas the (name).
-----------.....-------
10. The diet of the little people was mainly
(what).
------------
11. As the Time Traveler looked at the large, palace
like buildings and saw no individual homes, he
decided that the people lived under a system some-
what like that of (what - ideology).
----------
12. He saved a girl named (what).
13- How did he save her? From what? _
tilue mach when he went to look for
_. til.... ·•· .,(f·-· ',..../']
it?
-------------------------------
17 • lIe soon learned that' -the; l<~·:,t~le people were deathly
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THE TIME MACHINE continued
18-19. Other people, called tho {what}
----------
also lived in this place, but they lived ~ _
(where).
----------
20. Clothing for the little people was made by
(whom).
--------------
21. \Vhen he went to where the other people lived, he
had to fight them off by using
(what) in order to escape.
22-24. After his trip to the place of the other people,
he decided that they allowed the little people to
live in order that they might
(what).
25. 'Vhen he had arrived at this conclusion, he too, had
a new enemy, which was like that of the little
people (what).
26. He decided that when he returned to his own time,
he would take
with him.
(who or what)
--------------
27-30. He felt that he must go to the place where the other
people lived in order to
(what).
-----------------------
31-33. The Time Traveler and his little girl friend went
to a pl~~ce resembling an old museum. It was called
tl'le ,(what) •
---------------------.....
lle found in the chemistry
t would be useful
-~
",\~,.,... ~~'...-'·-'·~\ ......._1IlIIit
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THE TIME MACHD'JA,continued
36. 'Vhat happened to the girl friend of the Time
Traveler? •
---------_.....-_---------
37-40.
41--42.
43-45.
46.
47-49.
How? •
------------------------
He walked into a trap when he walked back to the
White Sphinx because the
(what).
---------------
'Vhen he was attempting to start the Time Machine
wi'c,h the other people attacking him" what
happened? •
How had he cut his face earlier? •
----------
Tell of the example that the Time Traveler 'had
used to reinforce his ideas on the truth of a fourth
dimension.
----------------------
50. vmere was the Time Traveler at the end of the
story?
-------------------------
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SCIENCE FICTION
, TEST - '\vAR OF THE 1a;ORLDS (Book' I) Name
-----------
True - False Section Place a (T) before each true
statement and a (0) before each statement that is false.
1.
2.
s.
6.
_7.
8.
_9.
10.
Mars receives only about half the amount of hea~
and light that the earth receives from the sun.
Mars is approximately 240,000,000 miles from the
sun.
Mars is a younger planet than is the Earth.
The 11 Thing" lihich landed on the earth made a
very "softt1 landing.
Ogilvy, the astronomer, was the first to find the
meteorite.
The man in the hole by the curious onlookers was
pushed in by the crowd.
The earth astronomers said there was a million to
one chance of beings living on Mars.
Denning specialized in studying falling stars and
meteorites.
This story took place in the twentieth century.
The Martians proved to be no smarter nor anymore
advanced than did the earthlings.
Completion Section ~ Fill in the blank spaces with the
correct answers.
1. The Martian vehicle landed on a'plain near the
town of (name) •
------------
2. vfnat shape was the Martian vehicle? ~
3-4. The vehicles were launched from Mars about
(number) hours apart for a period of
(nuJl1ber) days.
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. \v!~R OF TI-IE '''lORLDS continued
(what) of
--------
7-8
9-11.
12-14.
15.
16.
17-18.
19-20.
The explosions seen on Mars from the observatories
and telescopes on Earth were believed to be,
at first, . (what).
The diameter of the meteorite was
(size).
The group of men wll.o approached the "Thing"
used (what) to let the inhabitants
know that we were intelligent beings.
One soldier of the group was saved by hiding
(where).
---------------
How many Martians were killed at Shepperton?
(number).
-------------
The narrator tried to make his way to his wife,
who was then staying in the town of
(name).
The main weapon of destruction used by the Martians
was described as a (what).
The slow movement of the Martians was attributed to
the fact of
(what) on earth.
- - - - - - - - .. - - - - .. - - - - - - - - - - -
Essay Questions - Short (3 sentence maximum answers).
1. Describe one of the Martian war machines as used
in the story.
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'\TAR OF TIlE ' H.LDS continued·
2. How did the narrator get hurt in the story while .
in the river?
3- Describe the inhabitants of the Martian vehicles
as they. were first seen.
4. What was meant by the cry of "Black Smoke" in
the ;,:,ory?
----"""'"""... "".~--,,~,_... -----""'---------------
5. Briefly, tell the story of the I1Thunderchildlt~
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lli\,l<. OF T~E 1vORLDS (Book II)
Completion Section - Fill in the -blanks with the correct
anSl~ers.
1-2. The author and the curate stayed in the empty
house to excape the (what;)
sent out by the Martians.
3. After another Martian ,had come across the fields,
,we looked out and it was as if a
(color) snowstorm had passed over.
4-6. The author· and the curate found a white house'wit;hin
a walled garden; and in the pantry they found
_____(what), (what), , and _
(l\"hat) to eat.
7-8. There also was (what) and
------ --------
9-12.
13-14.
15'-20.
(what) to drinl<:.
They saw a blinding glare of vivid green light and
then a concussion as they had never before ~elt.
(\fuat happened?)
The heads of the Martians were approximately
(size - two words) around.
----------
Martians did not eat like people do, but got their ·
nourishment by taking fresh (what) from
other animals and
-----------------
(doing what with it?).
------_--._-----
21. The Martians were asexual; their young were born
by a process of (what).
---------
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22-23.
" -
~fuile they were imprisoned in the house, the
narrator and the curate saw·the handling machine
build new machines and then they saw the Martians
lift a (what) and be in a
------
24-25.
26-30.
(l<:ind) feast.
As a result of the scuffle between the two men,
what, happened?
-----_...._------------
The curate cracked and began screaming epithets
to God. He was going mad. In fear that the
Martians would hear him, I hit hi~ with the
backside of a
(what? two words with hyphen)
31". The Martian red weed thrived and grew in great
abundance with a flurry of motion when it came
in contact with (what).
----------
32. TIle red weed succumbed (died) almost as quickly
as it had grown because it came into contact .
. \¥ith (what) •
--------------
33-35. -After a "few days, the narrator ventured out of his
hiding place and did not see anything anywhere
alive. Then he came upon the skeletons of
hwnans and saw a few nearly starved dogs. He thought
that he was the (what).
----------~...--
36-38. At last, he came upon a man whom he had met before•.
It turned out to be (who).
-_.....-----------
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llAR OF THE 'vORLDS continued
· 39-40. The man told of a wild party in a town where
the people gathered in the city square. It
ended when
---------------------
41-42.
43.
44-45.
46.
47-48.
49-50.
~ ~__~~~~~~_(whathappened).
The narrator eventually left the man in search
of (what or whom).
He heard a crying, moaning sound that seemed to
be repeating the word It n from the
region of Regent's Park.
The silence following this incident was when the
narrator found a number of
(what 2 words).
--------------
He forgot everything for the next
(number) days.
The first paper to'resume publication was the
(name ... 2 words).
-------
\Vhen he returned to his hom~ to survey the ruins
of his former home and existence, he was reunited
with (who or what).
EXTRA CREDIT QUESTION
The f~1artian dominance over tIle earthlings came to an end
because
--.""'-,---------_._--------_-...-.---------
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - CASTLE OF OTRANTO Name
Identification: Tell what you know (in a sentence or two)
about each of the following:
1. MATILDA:
------------------------
2. COUNT FALCONARA:
--------------------
3. THEODORE:
-----------------------
4. BIANCA·: ~ _
5. FREDERICK:
--.-...-----------------------
6'. ALPHo~rso THE GOOD:
-----------------------
7., HIPr~~)LYTA: - _
8. JEROME:
------------------------
9. lvIANFRED:
10. CONRAD:
11. IIEL1tlET:
12. ISABELLA:
13. fIORACE \vALPOLE:
14-:15 Br\I~EFLY: Tell the story as you ullderstand it:
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - ~1AR~r~:,~A}J ~FIRONICLES Name
(AugUst 1999: .ApriI 2000)
Matching Section - Place the letter of the statement that
best fits the numbered identity in the
space before the number
A. Bro,~ skin, yellow coin eyes, soft voices
B. Time in Green Bluff, Illinois; village on Mars
C. Second expedition members went here.
D. Sang songs neither she nor her husband had heard before.
E. One could pass a hand through the other; vice versa.
F. Used by Martians to set Earthmen up for'the kill.
G. Nathaniel York and Bart died here.
H. Third expedition members landed here.
I. Did not want the blacks to leave Earth for Mars.
J. Used by Martians to read thoughts of earthmen.
K. Means of transportation in Ylla, February, 1999.
L.. Ivfc"":. Mahe Ca, a Martian, while driving at night.
M. Plante<l trees on ~lars to create more oxygen for earthmen.
N. Committed suicide when he could not make the bodies of
earthmen he'd shot disappear.
O. Captain .' commander of the second expedition.
1. Samuel Teece 9. Benjamin Driscoll
2. Green Valley 10. Ylla
3. \\Tilliams 11. Telepathy
4. Earth City Look-alikes 12. Mr. XXX
-
5. Flamebirds _13. Earthman-Martian
6. Insane Asylum 14. 1926
7. Tomas Gomez 15. hypnotic projec-
8. i-1artians , 1999 tion
EXTRA CREDIT:, What parts were played by the following:
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r.1ARTI.:\.NCHRONICLES continued (June 2001)
Completion Section - Fill in the blanks with the correct
answers.
1. The Americans had hoped to establish
(number) atomic research and atom bomb depots on
Mars.
2. The Spanish explorer (n9me) ,was
blasted by Spender when he said that the man would
never be forgiven by history.
3. Spender said that the Martians knew how to get along
with, and how to handle (what).
4. Spender kno~ks civilization; he says that his own
religion now is to (do what).
5-7. Spender's last request' of the captain is to ask for
a favor. The favor is to see what can be done about
_.....- (what) •
8"'9 (full name) was the one who
\~anted to shoot out Spender,' s brains.
10-11. The captain said to hit him (where).
12-13. The captain led the chase to get Spender, but he
also hoped that Spender would be true to hi~ wo~d
and (do what).
14-15. The captain felt that Spender had allowed himself
to be shot because (why).
------------
MARTIAN CI-IRONICLES continued
1~-19. Spender was buried in a (what 2 wo~ds)
and ~lr. _.. finally got some target
practice for which the captain rewarded him by
(doing what).
---------..-.-_-
20. . As Spender's vault was to be· closed, the captain told
his men that it might be a ,good idea for them to
think of once in awhile.
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~IARTIAN CHRONICI~ continued (Final)'
Matching Section - PLace the lett~r of the item in Column
"Aft before the number of the statement in Column "Bit which
it best describes. (Column "Bit on next page)
Column nAn
A.
B.
c.
D.
E.
F.
. G.
H.
I.
J.
K.
L.
N.
Had a friendly night meeting with a Martian--his hand
went right through that of the Martians when shaking
hands.
Failed to build a new world in the image of that which
they had" left.
Shot members of Earth crew for creating hallucinations
which did n,ot disappear--name of person.
Member of the first expedition to Mars from planet
Earth.
Was with Spender's party; later in the book ran a hot
dog stand with his wife. '
Big man with women to hear him tell it; fought with
Spender; later killed by him.
Had real Indian blood in him; drew on Spender; Spender
killed him.
Many died from c~icken pox.
Man who did not want the blacks to go to Mars.
Used by the people to (unconsciously) attain new kinds
of strange knowledge.
Name of Parkhill's enterprising wife from selection
"Off Season".
Used by authors to achieve literary goals.
'Led the second expedition to Mars; killed after being
in a Martian insane asylum.
Title taken from an Edgar A~len Poe thriller.
MARTIAN CHRONICL l···~ntinued
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o.
P.
R.
T.
u.
Planted trees that Grew to full size overnight on
Mars.
~lan read between the pages of pictures in Playboy
Magazine.
Had a dream about a strange man; sang s~range songs
'she had not hea~d before.
'~ere Mr. K killed the' first members.
Buried in a Martian tomb after trying to safeguard
t110 memory of a civilization that had passed away.
Fo() Led by Martians who took the form .of their relatives
and created hallucinations of home towns.
Column "Bt~
1. Ylla
2. Satire, irony, etc.
3. Captain Williams
4. Tomas Gomez
5. Ray Bradbury
6. Third exped~tion
membeI--s
7. telepathy
8. Nathaniel York
9 • Green Valley
10. Mr. XXX
11. Elma
12.' Usher II
13. Earthmen
14. Sam Parkhill
15. Samuel Teece
16. Jeff Spender
17 • Martians
18. Cherokee
19. Mr. Driscoll
20. Diggs
- - - - - - - -.- - - - - - - -
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - ANDROMEDA STRAIN (Days 1 and 2) Name
--------
Completion Section- - Fill in the blanks wi~h the correc~
answers.
(name)
-------------
(do what).
------------
(full name) had been
-------
The purpose of the
satellite was to
5-6.
1-4.
a Pulitzer Prize winner.
7-8.·. The code name assigned to the Ford Econovan
was (two words).
9-10. (last name) and (last
name) went into the town by .·.helicopter.
11-12. The Wildfire Project was disguised from the ground
level as (a, an)
(what? two words).
------------
13-15. The purpose of the Scavenger was to
(perfo~ what function).
---------
16-19. The strange cause for the people in the small town dying
was that their bodies had
-------------
(done what).
20. The person wl1.o opened the satellite was a
(what) by profession.
- - - - - - - - - - - - -
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -'-
TI1ENTY POINTER WRITE OUT: What your interpretation of the
entire Wildfire project was. Include such points of infor-
mation as the decontamination of areas, why a single man
was necessary to fill the function of the Odd Man, etc.
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TIlE ANDRO!'1EDA STRAIN continued
Identification Section -Tell, in one or two sentences, what
the job and the importance of each of the following individuals
or. things in the book were.
1. Shawn:
2. Crane:
----------------------------
3• Mannchek:
--_......._--------------------
4. Scavenger: _
s. Vandenberg : ........
6. Piedmont: _
7. Jeremy Stone: _
9. Directive 7-12:_· _
10. Odd Man: ......__...... _
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THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN continued Day 3
Open Book Quiz - Place the correct, exact answers in the
space provided. No guessing.
2.
1.
21.
19-20.
Identify: Gladys Stevens
--------------
Identify: Rudolph Karp
Leavitt's Rule of 48 said" It
A "Glove Box" is
The Black Norway was a
The medical data analyzer was known as
TIle medical technician who worked with Hall keeping
the baby and the old man alive was named
------
(full name).
----------
The three main steps in the Life Analysis Protocol
section of Wildfire were: A)
-------------
B) C) _
On the meteorite that had hit the Scoop satellite,
the scientists found a piece of rock which
changed color from (what co'lor)
to (what color)'.
A spot on the rock was unique because it began to
(what) •
-------------
22-26. An error made by Burton in his anti-coagulant
tests would cost the team 48 hours in analysis.
'-nl'at:. was the error?
------------------
3-6.
7-9.
10-11.
12-13.
14-15.
16-18.
21. Jackson was found to have a medical problem; this
being a two year history of a disease known as
__________---,-~-\I (\.;11 ,,-, to) ..
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THE ANDROMEDA STRAIN continued
28,-30. The molecular function of the DNA Molecule, in this
.>
particular instance used in Day 3 is to
.......... - .. - - "," ~ ...... - .. - ..
In the spaces provided, answer~ of the~ following
problems:
1.
5.
~fuat was the Messenger Theory? _
Describe the decontamination of humans in the Project
lvildfire area:
Tell why Directive 7-12 was not to be carried out--
reason why in terms of what they had learned about
the Andromeda Strain:
'~lliat was different about the death of the doctor's
son in Piedmont?
\Vhat state was ideal for the project and why was
that state picked as the site? .
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T'llj~ l\l~DROMEDA STRAIN continued, Final
~latching Section - You are to place the letter of the state-
ment or item in Column nAn before the number of the item in
Column nBn ''lhich it best describes.
Column fiAtt
A. Substance lacking in the Andromeda Strain
B. Used by Hall in finding solution to the Andromeda .
Strain; referred to as his
c. A repeating moiecule built up of thousands of
the same units
D. Man who alone. could deac~ivate the de~onation of an
A-Bomb--had to ·be ~pecifical1Y,weighed, fingerprinted,
etc.
E. Lack of their autopsy delayed the solution of the prob-
lem for forty-eight hours
F. Former winner of the Nobel Prize
G. Scene of the Phantom crash
H. Man who discovered that the Andromeda Strain grew
within a narrow acid-base range theory
I. Called the "matchmakers of life" by British biochemist
George Thompson
J. Molecule that controlled the order of amino acids in.
proteins
K. Site of the Wildfire Project
L. Gas used on the vultures at Piedmont
M. Pilot of the Scavenger
N. 'iildfire protocol for action in the event of a biologic
emergency
o• lwIedical data analyzer computer system
P. A max~um security hangar
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THE ANDRO~fEDA sr.Cl{t\Il~ continued
R.. Doctor who opened the Scoop satellite
S., Originator of the Rule of 48
T. Examples of this. 'are: 7.1 and 8. 3
u. News scanning comput'er program that recorded all
significant deaths
- - - ~ - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Column nan
1. DNA 11., .Polymer
2. Enzymes 12. Flatrock, Nev.
3. Deathmatch 13. "Directive 7-12
4. M.S.H. 14. Anti-coagulated rate
5. Medcom 15. Hall
6. Leavitt 16. proteins
7. pij 17. "highway diagnosis"
8. Chlorazine 18. Jeremy Stone
9. Jaggers 19. Alan Benedict
_10. Big Head, Utah 20. Odd Man Hypothesis
- - - - - - .. - - .. - - - .. - .. - -
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~(~E FICTION
2001-SPACE ODYSSEY NAME
----------
Comple~ion Test -,Fill in the blanks with 'the informa~ion
asl<ed for.
1. The continent on which the primitive people lived
2.
was (name).
------------
(full name) was the
-------
leader of the primitive tribe.
3. '\'hat was the fiNe,,, Rock" seen by the primitives?
4-5. 'l'he inhabitants of the crystal block were described
as lool{ing
6-7. The first weapon used by the Pleistocene primitive
to kill an animal was a
-------
(what? two words)
8. 'Heywood Floyd was a
by profession.
________-.-..(j ob title)
9. His business in the book was taking him to
....---
(where).
--------
lO~12. TMA-l was a
13. It was believed by Floyd to be the fi,rat evidence
of (what).
------------------
14. An Earthman weighing 180 pounds on Earth would
weigh ' (number) pounds on the Moon.
----_......_-
15-17. Tl1.e captain of the Project Jupiter spaceship
named ...--__<wh~t) was
(full name).
-----_.........---
18-19.
20.
21-22.
23-25.
26.
27.
28.
29.
30.
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vlhat was the function of the Hibe,rnaculum?
Who was HAL?
The captain's partner on board the spaceship was
(full name)
-------
What happened to'~he monolith when the sun came
over the moon's horizon?
Identify: 7794:
Identify: Clavius
-_..........--------.....---------
Define: Monoli"tb::
Define: E.E.G.:
-------------_......-------
Define: TMA-l
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ZOGl-SPACE ODYSSEY continued
Completion Section - Fill in the blanks with ~he correct
answers.
1-4. The first mechanical malfunction took place outside
the space vehicle. It happened to the _' __
(what) unit, which had, as its main function,
the job of (doing what).'
5-6. The code name for the moon party on board the space
ship was (what)~
7-8. nAnna, Betty, and Clara" were names given to
________________(what? two wo~ds).
9. As a result of Hal's announcement that the same'
unit was about to fail a second time, Mission Control
decided that Bowman and Poole were to
(what) Hal and switch to earth control.
10-11. (full name) would be the
first of all men to reach the planet Saturn.
12. After the departure of his f~iend, the ship captain
told Hal to put the (what) on
manual control so that he ~ould get help in running,
the ship.
13-15. Identify: Japetums:
16-18. Identify: TMA-2
Its location was :on ~~~~~~~~~~~~~_(~at).'
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2001-SPi\CE ODYS~EX continued
19-20•. Discovery I "'~lS to rendezvous with Discovery II
within a .' ._ (how long) time period.
21-23. '~at was the last information earth got from Bow-
man befo~e h went through the Star gate?
('Vhat did he say?)
24-25. At the conclusion:, the .Star-child saw (what)
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SCIENCE FICTION
TEST - STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND
(Chapter I)
Name
-----------
I
I; .
Matching Section - Place the le~ter of the item in Column
nAn on the line preceding the number of the item in Column
"BIf which it most clearly fits.
S:olumn "Aft
A. Landing place of the' first expedition
B. Newspaper man dedicated to learning the truth of the
Man from Mars story
c. Used by a Martian to get rid of any unpleasantness
or unpleasant people.
D. Man who was a doctor and lawyer
E. Author of the War of the Worlds
F. A semanticianj an earthman who ngrokked" the Martian
language
G. Man by ancestry; Martian by environment
H. Medical doctor on the first eXpedition to Mars
I. Brilliant man; real father of the man known as
Michael Valentine Smith
J. Commander of the Federation· ship Champion
K. Secretary General of the World Federation .of Free States
L. Not a truism on Mars
M. Name of the column on the newspaper written by a
main character in the book
N. Invented tIle Drive System for space vehicles in the
story
o. Reputable Fair Witness to any legal happening; a
leading lawyer
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND continued
P. A competent nurse whose hobby was men
R. Name of the ship whose crew had only one survivor
after landing on Mars
s. Carried an all male crew of 18 and 23 male pioneers;
second expedition
T. Resulted in rules for colonizing planets with intention
of avoiding bloodshed
u. "Stooge" of Joseph Douglas; disappeared when he and
Johnson_ attempted to llarm Jill and ,capture Jill and
:f\like
- - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Column "Bit
1. Captain Van Tromp 11. Champion
2. Jill Boardman 12. Larkin Decision
3. Cusp _13. Dr. Mahmoud
4. Gil Berquist 14.· EnV70y
-
5. Dr. ''lard Smith _1S. Jubal Harshaw
6. ' Capt. Michael Bran-t 16. 2 and 2 equals 4
7. Dr. :f\Iary J·ane Lyle 17. The Crow's Nest
Smith -
8. Lacus Soli 18. James Oliver Cavendish
9. Ben Caxtoh· 19. Joseph Edgerton Douglas
-
_10. Michael Valentine 20. H. G. Wells
Smith
- - ,- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
Extra Credit Question: (Five Points) What power did
Michael Valentine Smith have over his own body that none of
the earthmen had in the story?
------------------
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE LAND continued Parts II and III
Matching Section - Place the letter of the statement in
Column fiAtt before the statement· which it best describes in
Column "B".
Column "All
A. ~Iartian anthem theme
B. Translated bodily into heaven and made ant archangel ,
C. Tatooed: Owned a big boa constrictor used in act.
D. Name of boa constrictor
E. Another name fQr God
F. Delivered a "corpse" to the door of Dr. Harshaw
(alias-Madame Merlin)
G. Jubal 1 s handyman, bodyguard, etc.
H. Was appointed attorney-in-fact fo~ the man from Mars
I. Was a tatoo on each Church of New Revelation member
J. Alias Doctor Apo110
- - - - - - - -- - -
Column "B"
..
- - - - ~ - - - - - -
Supreme Bishop Digby
---
Jill Boardman
---
Yahweh
'''ar God
-----
Duke
----
Joseph Edgerton Douglas
---
Foster's Holy Kiss
---
Patricia Paiwonski
---
Honey Bun
----
- - - ~ - - - -~ - -
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STRANGER ill A STRANGE LAND continued·
Essa~ Section - Wri~e on~ of the~ questions:
1. Describe the 8.5. Troop arrival at Jubalts Estate and
the events th~t followed.
2. Describe the conference as set up by Douglas and Jubal
Harshaw. (Common agreements, who "attended, etc.)
3. WIlen did Mike first fully "Grok" people?
4. Describe the Church of the New Revelation
5. As Part II closes, Mike is beginning ~o show an interest
in (kind) are~s.
----_....._--------~-_ ....
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STRANGER IN A STRANGE L~ND continued (Books III, 'IV, V)
Matching Section - Place the letter of the statement in
Column "Aft which best; answers or fits the name or item in
Colwnn "B" in the space before, the number of the Column "B"
statement.
Column nA"
A. Contained slot machines and bar,
B. Mike considered this person 'to be his father
c. Person to whom Mike gave Marriage proposal picture
o. Jill called it a madhouse
E. Doubted Mike's religion at first, but was later cODver~ed
F. High priestess and Fosterite had a crush on Jubal
G. r.Iarried Mohmoud
H. 'Founded by Michael Valentine Smith
I. Was a Musl~ by religion preference
J. Thought that only men had sou1s
K. At the t1blow-off", became Mother Eve
L. Sculpture bought by Mike for Jubal
M. Tatooed lady of the circus
N• Mike's financial advisor: sent checks to Mike
o• The Supreme Bishop
P. ABC VB D; BCD VB A; AB VB CD; AD vs CB
R. A circus tatooer
s. Procla~ed "National Grandmother's Day"
T. Title of an album of feminine beauty in gorgeous stereo-
color.
v. A Magician
w. Mike did this to fit puzzles and loose ends together
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STANGER IN A STRANGE LAND-continued
X.' Located over the heart
Y. Taught discipline before Faith
~. What Jill often called Mike; he liked it
- - - - - - - - -' - - - - -- - - - - - -
1. Patty Paiwonski
2. Church of the New
'Revelation
____ 3. Dr. Apollo
_ 4. Sec. General Douglas
5• Mohammedans
6. Michael V. Smith,
_15.
_16.
_17.
__ 18.
Dawn Ardent
Archangel Foster
Tabernacle
Little Brother
Church of All Worlds, '
LaBelle HearLmiere
Ben Carton
7. Jubal Harshaw ____ 19•. Miriam
8. Digby 20. Jill Boardman
9. Mr. Paiwonski
10. Mahmoud
---
11. Dube
-
..._._12. Living Aphr~dite
21. Foster's Holy Kiss
22~ Jubal's crime recon-
struction
23. Grok
24. U.S.-President
- - - -
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